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ESTIMATING THE VALUE OF CONTRACTS
A SIMULATION STUDY 0
by Charles S. TAPIERO (*) and Philippe de LOZE (**)

Abstract. — Contracts are bindinq bi-îateral agreements by which agreed on exchange
terms between two firms are used as substitutes for current market mechanisms as a medium
of economie exchange, A model describing the probabilistic évolution of priées and demands>
contract clauses and the value of contracts is simulated. As an example, five contract terms
are considered and the simulated probability distributions for the value of each of these
contracts is given. They are then compared in terms of their expected returns, variance and
stochastic dominance.

1. INTRODUCTION
A contract is a binding bi-lateral agreement by which agreed on exchange
terms between two firms are used as substitute for current market mechanisms
as a medium of economie exchange. This may involve détermination of future
priées, delivery rates, and a set of clauses intended to protect each party against
possible failure by the other party in fulfilling the terms of the contract. The
essential advantage resulting from negotiating a contract is to reduce, for
both parties, the uncertainty concerning future exchange and operational
conditions. For example, a manufacturing firm in need of raw materials will
be eager to secure stable long term sources of supplies. To reduce or remove
the uncertainty concerning market supply conditions and to insure the regular
delivery of raw materials, the firm seeks binding agreements. For example,
agreements would substitute certain delivery dates for uncertain ones.
As the uncertainty grows for a firm concerning the future of priées and
delivery rates, the more important and necessary is a binding agreement.
(1) This research is an outgrowth of a research project entitled « Computers in Collective Bargaining » supported by American Arbitration Research Institute. The authors
are grateful to an anonymous référée and to the Columbia University Graduate School of
Business Research funds.
Columbia University
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In 1972, the Commonwealth Company [7] signed a contract with the Algerian
Government for the delivery of crude over the next twenty years. The terms
of the contract, well above current market prices, were justified in terms of
the expectations of future market conditions and uncertainties concerning
availability of future energy supplies. Naturally, the Commonwealth décision
was not a simple one and had economie as well as political overtones. The
current and recent energy crises have justified the terms of the contract — a
Standard OPEC contract. It does not provide any price breaks for crude but
it ensures a higher priority in the delivery of crude. This is particularly important for the refinery of Commonwealth in Puerto Rico, which does not have
an independant source of supply.
The décision processes by which contract terms are reached are complex
and difficult. They involve bargaining and negotiations by two, often conflicting sides who have only partial information concerning the évolution of the
market. A mathematical model, yielding optimum contract terms, involve
the solution of stochastic games [9, 10] or stochastic differential games [2].
Even if we were able to simplify the problem faced by firms in determining
contract terms and obtain a mathematical model, it is unlikely at this stage
that an analytical or nuinerical solution could yield normative contracts. An
alternative method, based on the simulation of future market conditions
could also be used to détermine the probability distribution of the value of the
contract. Building a computer program which simulâtes alternative contract
terms may thus provide an efficient tooi for testing and evaluating on-line,
the economie and risk implications of particular contracts. The purpose of
this paper is to demonstrate by means of a simulation study how the probability distribution of the value of contract terms for one party may be determined. Given a set of probability distributions, managers may then select a
particular contract on the basis of its expected value, probability and costs
of ruin, and criteria based on stochastic dominance [4],
2. THE MODEL
We consider, for simplification purposes, the contract terms concerning
a single product firm. A « portfolio » of commodities would render the formulation of the problem more complex without altering the basic framework
defined. The value of the contract is given as the différence between the total
aggregated costs when entering a contractual agreement and the costs incurred
otherwise (that is without any contract). Since these costs are a function of
future and uncertain demand conditions, the value of a contract will, consequéntly, be a random variable. This random variable has an empirical probability distribution characterizing the risk properties of the contract. To détermine this empirical probability distribution we simulate the évolution of market
conditions described by stochastic processes. For démonstration purposes,
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the model we construct takes the point of view of a manufactureras acquisition
neecis for raw materials.
We define the following variables :
pt — Market price at time t.
dt = Firm's demand for the product at time t.
p* = Contracted price at timet.
D* =. Contracted delivery rate at time t.
xt = Inventory on hand at time t.
p t — An index of a supplier's default, describing the probabïlity that a
contractual agreement concerning future supplies at time t is not met.
T = Contract period.
A « ^ » over a variable dénotes random variables whose évolution is
given by a stochastic process. P* and DJ are the contract terms. That is
Z)* is a contracted supply at a price P* at time t. The contract prices may be
conditional on market fluctuations as is the case of OPEC contracts. We
have assumed, in this paper, a set of agreed on future priées, thus the contract
completely substitutes the market as a medium of economie exchange. When
scheduled supplies D* are subject to default we have assumed that there is a
cost associated to that default and simulated the probability of default by $t.
When p, = 1 the supply equals the schedule D*, When p, < 1, the supply
equals p,Z>* and therefore the supplier incurs a fixed penalty cost plus a cost
proportional to (1 — $*)/)?. The relationship between prices pt and demands dt
describes the market in which the firm is operating. A statistical dependence
between pt and dt will, for example, be indicative of monopolistic or oligopolistic practices, while the statistical independence of prices and demands
will présume a compétitive market. The model adopted to describe the probabilistic évolution of prices and demands is based on an empirical model of
industry trends as well as a firm's market share. Fore example, the industry
demand yt may be forecasted by an exponential smoothing model :

while a firm's demand, dt functiori of the market share mt may be given by :
dt = rntytz\
or
log dt = log mt + log yt + z"t
where both zt and z"t are zero-mean uncorrelated normal disturbances. For
simplification, we shall assume that prices and demands are given by equan° novembre 1974, V-3.
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tions (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
dt = d* + Çf

(2.2)

where p* and rf? are forecasted prices and demands, and where zt and Ç, are
two normal uncorrelated zero-mean random variables with known variances
8, and a2 respectively. The variables p* and d* may, for example, be determined through an econometrie forecasting model, while Q2 and a2 characterize the uncertainty associated with the forecasted values p* and d* at
time t. Assuming that this uncertainty grows exponentially, 0„ at can be
simply written as :

e, = e o e e0 > o , rx > o

(23)

(2.4)
<To > 0 , r2 > 0
where 6Q and a% are the initial variances while rJ2 and r 2 /2 are the exponential rates of growth for these variances. If rx and r2 are small, for example,
the firm will have greater confidence in the quality of future forecasts. Of
course, when rx and r2 are large, the opposite holds true. It xt is a random
process given by
where zt is a zero-mean uncorrelated normal disturbance with known
variance 0f, it can be shown that the mean andvariance of xt; ut and c2t
evolve according to :
ut+1

In continuous time this will indicate an exponential growth of the
variance a2
da2/dt = 2ata2 + Q2
For the mean-variance évolution of stochastic processes see for example,
Aoki [1] and Sage and Melsa [6],
The inventory équation describing the accumulation of materials at time t
is given here by
£, = Max {(),£,_! + p,D? — dt)
ut = — Min { 0, xt.x + $tD* — dt }
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where ut is the quantity bought on the market at a price pt usécf to complement
the required demand. To détermine this équation we make the following
assumptions; j^D* is the actual quantity delivered at time /. Thus, if

l < Vi + hm
then

xt = x^t + pfi>î — dt
Where

dt > %t~i + M ?
that is, if the quantity required by the firm is greater than the actual deliveries
and inventories, then the inventory in the next period xt equals zero and the
necessary complement ut is :
xt = 0 , ut > 0
The two cases above are briefly summarized by équation (2.5). Equations (2.1)-(2.5) describe the market process, the firm'sneeds as well as inventory and external acquisitions under contract terms {P*9D*, le(O, J ) } . A
simulation of (2.1)-(2.5) will describe the évolution of each of these variables.
To evaluate the importance of contracts we whall, as indicated earlier» compare
the costs incurred with contractual agreements and the costs incurred without
contractual agreements. When the firm is not subject to a contract it acquires
the quantity dt at time t at a price pt. If we further include a fixed ordering
cost k(dt) we obtain :

cl - dtpt + Hlt)

{
| 0 otherwise
When the firm opérâtes under the contract terms {P*,D*$ t €(0, T)},
the cost is :

k(ut) = J
( Ö otherwise
where $J)fP* the cost under contracted price P* a.ndiïtpt is the cost of
acquiring the necessary complement ut at market prices pt. ƒ (5ct) is the inventory cost which is assumed to be proportionai to the value of the inventory
on hand. Or
f(xt) = aoxtpt
n« novembre 1974, V-3,
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Finally g($t) is a penalty costto the supplier and is a function of the quantity (1 — $t)D* which was not suppîiéd;
Recapitulating, the cost Cf incurréd under the contractual agreement is

Cf = $tDtPf + utpt + aoxtpt + k(üt) - aiftt) ~ *i(l
[ O otherwis

[ 0 otherwise
The value of the contract at time t is thus C\ — Cf. Over T periods, the
present value of the savings realized by the contracts are V(T) :

where « i » is the riskless discount rate used by the firm in its budgeting analysis. Since C\ and C\ are random variables, so is the summation of their
différence over time. Thus, V{T) expressing the value of a contract is also a
random variable whose probability distribution can be computed by simulation. This will be done next.
3. THE SIMULATION PROGRAM AND MODEL
The simulation program we use for the purpose of analysis is the
IBM/CSMP (Continuous Systems Modeling Program) [5]. This is a simulator
of continuous Systems and combines the capabilities of ordinary analog simulators with these of the mathematically oriented digital computer languages
such as FORTRAN IV. The latter is used as the source language for 95 % of
the opérations required in a CSMP program; the remaining 5% are not
easily performed in FORTRAN IV (Level E) and are therefore coded in
Assembier Language.
The CSMP program is generally divided into three sections : (see the
Appendix) (1) INITIAL (2) DYNAMIC and (3) TERMINAL. The INITIAL
segment performs two basic functions : à) to specify the terms which are to
be maintained constant throughout the program and b) to specify the initial
conditions for the équations describing the évolution of dynamic Systems.
The DYNAMIC segment, following the INITIAL one includes the actual
program. That is, the équations describing the évolution of the variables in
time are specified. Within this segment we can refer to a large family of subroutines called MACROS. These subroutines may be drawn from a CSMP library
Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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or may be given as FORTRAN subroutines. Finally, the TERMINAL section spécifies the variables to be printed and plotted, the intégration routine,
the step size, accuracy, and the length of the planning horizon. These values
need not be constant and may be changed for each run.
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In our program (see the appendix) whose flow chart is given in Figure ly
we first read in a data set containing the values Z)f, P*, df and pf. The initial
segment includes the number of simulation runs (T), as well as all parameters
and initial conditions used in describing the évolution of prices, demand,
and their uncertainty. The dynamic segment compute the time variables
df Pt>$t> C)> Cf iteratively for all t € [O9 T] and V(t) the contract value at t
In the terminal section, the program monitors the number of runs, prints
out V(T) for each run as well as the mean and variance of the probability
distribution of V(T). Finally, a subroutine is used to plot the frequency distributions of V(T).
Results of our simulation study are considered next
4.

RESULTS

Five contract terms were simulated and a simulated probability distribution
for the value of each of the contracts was found.
Figure 2 outlines both the terms of the contract as well as the forecasted
trends in prices and demands.
Time
Period

Contr act 1

Conti^act 2

Conti*act 3

Contr act 4

Contr iet 5
p

1

102.00

1.00

106.00

1.00

t

1.06

100.00

1.00

108.00

1.11

108.00

1.05

115.00

1.08

102.00

1.02

102.00

1.06

100.00

1.09

2

110.16

1.05

114.48

1.05

110.16

1.07

110.16

3

117.30

1.08

121.90

1.08

117.30

1.10

117.30

1.12

115.00

1.14

H-

122.40

1.11

127.20

1.11

122.40

1.13

122.40

1.15

120.00

1.18

120.00

1.11

5

132.60

1.15

137.80

1.15

132.60

1.17

132.60

1.20

130.00

1.22

130.00

1.15

6

140.76

1.20

146.28

1.20

140.76

1.22

140.76

1.25

138.00

1.27

138.00

1.20

7

151.98

1.28

157.94

1.28

151.98

1.31

151.98

1.33

149.00

1.36

149.00

1.28

8

164.22

1.35

170.66

1.35

.164.22

1.38

164.22

1.40

161.00

1.43

161.00

•1.35

9

173.40

1.44

180.20

1.44

173.40

1.47

173.40

1.50

170.00

1.53

170.00

1.44

10

183.60

1.55

190.80

1.57

183.60

1.60

183.60

1.63

180.00

1.66

180.00

1.57

11

188.70

1.68

196.10

1.68

188.70

1.71

188.70

1.75'

185.00

1.78

185.00

1.68.

12

192.78

1.75

200.34

1.75

192,78

1.78

192.78

1.82

189.00

1.85

189.00

1.75

13

198.90

1.84

206.70

1.84

198.90

1.88

198.90

1.91

195.00.

1.95

195.00

1.84

14

208.08

1.90

216.24

1.90

208.08

1.94

208.08

1.93

204.00

2.01

204.00

1.90

15

220.32

1.96,

228.96

1.96

220.32

2.00

220.32

2.04

216.00

2.08

216.00

1.96

Figure 2
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Figures 3 through 7 describe the probability distribution of the value of
contracts based on two hundred simulated runs. Each distribution has, as

2V200}-

Mean= 70.65
Variance= 27.OS
200 Simulation Runs

Figure 3

Meen- 69.58
V&riance= 32.02
200 Simulation R
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indicated in Figures 3-7 an expected value and a variance whiçh can be used
in determining the most bénéficiai contract terms.

Mean= 12.97
Variance 25.61
200 Simulation Runs

i

i

i

i

i

r i

Figure 7

A comparison of the contract terms on the basis óf their expected value
indicates that contract 1 is the best one. That is, if Et { V(T) } is the expected
value of contract i, given by :
t

{ V(T) } = f"

V(T)

(4.1)

J —0

where ft { V(T)} is the simulated probability distribution of the contract
value, then

E,

{HT)} > E, {V{T)}

j = 2,... 5

(4.2)

This implies in our model that equating contracted prices with forecasted
prices and contracting a supply rate slightly larger (2%) than the demand
rate is most bénéficiai. In fact, supply rates 4 % larger than demand rates turn
out to be equally good. Here the expected Value is slightly smaller for contract 2
than contract 1 while the variance, given by équation (4.2), is slightly larger
for contract 2
/•<*>YBitX'VÇT)} =
[V(T) — Ëî{V}\2fi{V(T)}àV(T)
(4.3)
J — 00

1974, V-3.,
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A comparison of the graphical plots in Figures 3 and 4 shows that thé
différence between the first two contracts is reflected in the skewness of their
probability distributions. The first contract is slightly skewed to the right
while the second one slightly skewed to the left.
It is evident that the two first contracts are better than the remaining ones.
The third contract, differing from the first by a 2 % increase in contracted
prices, has for example a peculiar distribution whose expected value although
positive can lead to significant losses. An approximation of this distribution
by a normal one will obviously be a poor one as our distribution has at least
two modes. The fourth and fifth contracts have distributions similar to the
first and second ones. Nonetheless, they can (with significant probability) lead
to a négative value for the contract as well as lower expectations than contracts 1
and 2. It is noteworthy, however, that ail contracts have a positive expected
value. That is, on the average, it pays off to enter a contractual agreement,
even at contracted prices and contracted delivery rates above forecasted prices
and demands.
Evaluation of contract terms on the basis of mean and variance criteria
may not be sufficient (see Markowitz [6]). It may, therefore, be necessary to
compare contract terms on the basis of stochastic dominance (see Hanoch
and Levy [4]). If we let Ft { V(T) } be the cumulative probability distribution
of V(T)9 the value of contract term i9
fV(T

(4.4)
J — 00

A contract term i is stochastically dominant to contract j if :
Fi{V(T)}>Fj{V{T)}

j * i

(2.13)

1.0 .
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Figure 8
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Using Figure 8, which represents the cumulative probability distribution
of returns, we note that the first and second contract curves dominate all
other contract curves. Following this simulation study, we may thus state
that the first two contracts are best in terms of the expected value, stochastic
dominance criteria, and a mean variance criterion.
5, CONCLUSION
The probability distribution of the value of contracts was determined by
simulation methods. This entailed the modeling of future market exchange
conditions, a firm's future needs and operational conditions as well as the
uncertainty implied in these future conditions. The probability distribution
thus defined allowed us to apply decisionmaking criteria under uncertainty
to evaluate the desirability of particular contract terms. In practice, contractual terms involve two negotiating parties while this paper has focused on one
party only. A more extensive model would emphasize simulation of thevaluation criterion and uncertainties of both parties as well as simulation of their
negotiating stratégies. To do so, we would require a gametheoretic framework establishing the conditions under which the two parties can successfully
résolve their différences as well as their behavioral stratégies in moving towards
a conflict resolution. This paper has focused instead on the problems faced
by one party only and allows testing of the economie and risk implications of
contracts. By varying the amounts of information available to the firm in
conducting its bargaining strategy we can also détermine the value of information in contract negotiations. Of course, we should stress that for implementation purposes, rapidity and flexibility in the access to computing facilities
are important constraints to be added to the simulation program. On-line
and interactive programming such as in time-sharing Systems would then be
necessary. The reader should, nonetheless, be aware that the results we obtained depend on knowledge of the theoretical probability structure of forecasts
and their parameters. This is usually difficult to obtain but reasonable data
analyses, econometrie model building and subjective judgement can be used
in improving our guess of the future environmental conditions to a firni.
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APPENDIX
J

= number of runs

XT

—

x

T

= contract period T

XDT

=

* , - !

t

GAMQ = Yi

UT

GAMQ = Y2

AO

= a0

ALP

= e0

INUT

= f&,)

ALQ

= <r 0

OC

=

MUT

= {*«

PENAT

EPST

=

CT

= c\

QSTAT -Pi

Di

- S2(0

PSTAT = P1

CCT

QT

= i,

X

PT

= Pt

DIFCT = (C, 1 -C^)e-

6,

BETAT

OBJ

OC

- - «

= V

QQT

= D*t

NBRUN = Run number

PPT

= i>?

MEAN = E(V)

K

STD
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***#COMTIWUOUS SYSTEM WODELING PROGRAM****
***PROBLEM ÏNPUT STATEMENTS***
TÎ.TLE SIMULATION tfODEL OF A CONTRACT VALUE
FIXED I,JfT»ïT*N»NQRUN
STQftAGE. QSTAT(25i,PSTAT{25> v QQT(25l t PPT<25J
INITIAL
INCON INO=O-

PARAMETER A0=.08ffAl=5,,8l^#O4tOC=t0.tK=.1
PARAMETER AtQ=10«tALP-,l2fGAMQ=«0atGAMP=.03
NOSORT

XT-O.
XHNBRUN.GE.1) GO TO 60
00 50 1=1,T
"••'• REA0(5»i00i CQTdi.PPTt LÏ,Q3TAT(1) ,PSTAT( I)
50 CONTINUE
100 F0RMAT«4<Fl
60 CONTINUE
NOSORT

SIGQ=ALQ*EXP(VQÏ
SIGP-ALP*EXPCVPI
IF(TÏME,NE.U) GO TO 80
00 70 I=1»N
MUT=GAUSS(2l*0-,SIGP)
70 CONTINUE
GO TO 90
80 EPST=GAUSS{2l«0*»SIGQ>
MUT-GAUSS(2ltO»tSIGP)
90 CONTINUE
QT^QSTATUTUEPST
PT=PSTAT(1T>*HUT
D2*i*
IF<Y.LE.»O93
ÏFtY.L6..19)
IFU.LE..29)
ZF-(Y*LE««491
BETAT^l02=0»
GO TO 5
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t
GO TO 5
2 BETAT=.25
GO TO 5
3 8ETAT=«50
GO TO 5
4 3ETAT-.75
5 CONTINUE
SORT

NOSORT
lNVT=AO*iXT*PTI
I F i B E T A T . E Q . l . » GO TO 9
P £ N A T - A l * B i # U .-BETAT )*QQTI iT I*PPTi I T I
9 CT=QT*PT*OC
O1=NOT(XTI
CCT=INVT*BETAT*(Q0TftIT)*PPT,iïTn*UT*PT*0l*OC-O2*PENAT
OIFCT=(CT-CCT)*EXPCX!
OÖJ^INTGRLIINOtDIFCT)
TERMINAL
KETHOO RKSFX
IF(N8RUN.EQ.li HRITE(6flO0ï TtJ
100 R)RMATUHW/// t 40X f l8HC0NTRACT PERIOO ' « 9 12 t10X,I7HNUMBeR OF RUNS
$ - i I 3 t / / / / * 3 0 X » 1 0 H R U N NUMBE»t5X»l4HC0NTRACT V A t ü E » / / !
WRITE<6»200> NBRUNtOBJ
200 FORMAT!IH « 3 4 X « I 3 t l l X * F 8 . 2 >
IFlNBRUhUGE.JI

GO TÛ 12

TESTAICALL RERUN
GO TO 13
12 CONTINUE
JREAL*J
KEAN=NE/JREAL
SQQ^SQ/JREAL
STO^SQRTIX)
WRÏTEI6,300l
300 FORMATI///////,iHOt54HPARAM6TERS OF THE CONTRACT VAtUE FONCTION 01
$STRIBUTIGN»//»20X»7HMEAN = »i : 8,2t5X f 21HSTANDAR0 DEVIATION » #F8,2I
13 CONTINUE •
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